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Dreaming War Blood For Oil
Proposals for new oil and gas pipelines can generate intense debate today, but during World War II the US built an oil pipeline more than 1,300 miles long in less than a year.
Energy pipelines are controversial now, but one of the first big ones helped win World War II
Caught between an unquenchable thirst for palm oil and a multi-generational war on Thailand’s poor are the farmers of the Southern Peasants’ Federation of Thailand, who simply want a piece of land to ...
There Has Been Blood
What we did know was that Chesterfields satisfied; we’d walk a mile for a Camel; and just like us, Lucky Strike Green had gone to war.” America supplied cigarettes to military men in stunning numbers ...
Aboard World War II Airplanes, It Was Strictly Smoking Allowed
You don't think of "Wayne's World" or "Willy Wonka" as dangerous movies, but they were. In those films, and others like "Grease" and "Ishtar," danger prevailed.
Movie Scenes More Dangerous Than You Thought
The neighborhood has emerged as a flash point in the fight over how Los Angeles as a whole confronts its homeless crisis. Some housed residents want to relocate the homeless encampments to the south ...
Los Angeles Goes to War With Itself Over Homelessness
The Jew is right. But so is the Arab. And while outsiders meddle, they'll never come to terms, says this British M. P.
The Riddle of Palestine
Dr. Best of the Banting-Best insulin team today leads a crack squad of fighters against the diseases of man.. SOME time after World War II h ...
LIFESAVER IN A LAB COAT
My new boyfriend, Brian, asked me to attend his best friend’s wedding where I would meet his entire family. I was so excited to be integrated into his life. But at the wedding, I discovered I couldn’t ...
From Patient to Pathologist: My Cancer Survivor Journey
It remains on the right side of moving and utterly poignant." Anam agreed, praising Kerslake’s "compelling characters, darkly atmospheric setting, and an ending that will punch you in the gut – ...
Short story competition 2021: the runners-up
A popular strip club that once beckoned customers off a busy highway leading into Anchorage is now a church offering salvation — instead of temptation — thanks to a daughter of a former exotic ...
Divine transformation: Ex-strip club becomes church in Alaska
The injustice has filled me with an internal strength that does away with the fear of whatever reprisals they might carry out against me.
Even When Fear Bites, We Don’t Give Up
The complete story of our long and painful war with that ancient enemy, the blister. And how we might be able to win it for good ...
There’s the rub: the painful history of the blister
By Dan Amor Multiculturalism has been the subject of cover stories of most international magazines, including Time and Newsweek, as ...
Kalu and search for Igbo identity
In his first meeting with a foreign journalist in a decade, Seif al-Islam described his years in captivity — and hinted at a bid for Libya’s presidency.
Qaddafi’s Son Is Alive. And He Wants to Take Libya Back.
I almost feel that anything that I say will probably be wrong because there’s no precedent for the consequences that some of the things that we are creating, even if they’re good opportunities,” the ...
Saban: "There's no precedent for the consequences"
SURVIVORS and family members of the victims of the Aurora cinema shooting have reflected on the horrific massacre that left 12 dead and 70 injured – nine years on from the tragedy. On July ...
Aurora survivors say they thought shooting was PRANK as heartbreak of mom who lost baby & daughter in massacre revealed
Just before boarding a flight from the capital Yangon to Australia, a military intelligence officer pulled him aside, warning it "was not an accident". The attack was never investigated but Swe ...
Uncovering the shadowy business empire bankrolling Myanmar's military generals
Kerslake wins a two-night stay at the Mitre hotel, Hampton Court, and her story is published in the August issue, out now, along with those by the competition’s two runners-up: a beautiful, ...
Read the two runner-up entries from our annual short story competition
Man gods therefore, surely are rather to be pitied than condemned; but those that flatter them, deserve both the reprehension and detestation of the public, as well as Calumniators, and all others, ...
The Fierce Fun of Man Gods of the Globalized Nakba (21st C. Version)
In 1955, just past daybreak, a Chevrolet truck pulled up to an unmarked building. A 14-year-old child was in the back. His name was Emmett Till.
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